
This Week in Torah Noach 

It is said that Jewish mysticism has a fascination with words and with letters. The way 

the letters curve and bend signify a hidden meaning. Rabbi Sam Feinsmith taught me 

that God is like the parchment of the Torah and the letters are like displaced space that 

tangible objects and/or people occupy. The connection for us to learn and experience 

God is found in the nekudot [the vowels] and the artistry of cantillation thru the trope 

which a Chazan/cantor introduces. Indeed, it is similar to what Rav Nachman of 

Bratslov would teach about the breath being an imagery of the Divine, causing the vocal 

cords to tremble as we speak and sing.  The letters floating over the parchment which 

seems to sustain the ink—but it is us whose faith and faithfulness transforms the words 

into being thru our voice. That voice is an echo of the voice of God inspiring us to speak 

and act as messengers of the Most High!  

What we are encountering here is something akin to the Russian image of a troika. A 

heavy sled being pulled by 3 horses; each one pulling their weight but all working in 

unison.  Or using the imagery of early 20th Jewish theologian Franz Rosenzweig, 3 

corners of the Star of David stand juxtaposed to the other creating an entry into 

awareness.  

Ok… let me hit pause on this esoteric rant…. Instead of pontificating, let me show you 

what I mean. Take a look at Genesis 6:16—“Make an opening for daylight in the ark, and 

terminate it within a cubit of the top. Put the entrance to the ark in its side; make it with 

bottom, second, and third decks.” The ark [teva] that Noah built has 3 levels. The 

Jewish mystics believe that these are 3 levels of consciousness: the mundane, the 

introspective, and the heavenly realm. The bottom level is where the animals were 

located, while Noah and his family lived on the second. The top realm is where the 

window in the ark was located so one can catch a glimpse of heaven! And here is the real 

cool addition regarding the ark’s architecture—according to the Chasidic Master, the 

Ba’al Shem Tov, the ark itself was the words we spoke! Our words can be mundane, or 

introspective, or spiritual—maybe all 3 at the same time. So, taught the BeSH”T, choose 

and speak your words very carefully! 



Hmmmm, you may scoff at such thinking. But here was the Chasidic logic behind it. The 

Hebrew word for word is a “milah” and in formal Hebrew syntax, a synonym is teva—

which also means ark!! Rabbi Sam Feinsmith points out that a word of Torah is like a 

self-enclosed ark floating in a sea; in that ark is meaning upon meaning. 3 tiers of 

interpretation from the mundane to the holy. And it is up to us as stewards on that ark 

to choose the meaning of the tevah/milah. We are a Noah in that regard, holding a word 

so preciously in our hands and we will decide how it should rest.  

3 tiers to the tevah, the ark that sojourns thru God’s sea and we will navigate its destiny 

by the way we use our words—for blessing… or for curse; for love… and I hop not for 

hate; for goodness and for well wishing. Navigate your speech with great care.  


